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Bold indicates 32-bp USS region, while lowercase indicates positions with 24% degeneracy from the consensus base. Italics indicate region of reverse complementary sequence between the USS-A oligos and the USS-B oligo. F-LW and R-LW were used to amplify and Klenow label a 222-bp fragment from previously described plasmids with point-mutated USS variants (4), while F-flo and R-flo were used to amplify and label fragments generated by annealing and extension of USS-A and USS-B oligos. Fraction of N-filtered datasets with 3'-ends diagnostic of indels arising during oligo synthesis or sequencing. The 0-category is for reads with the expected 6 bases. Frameshifted counts were calculated as perfect matches to the expected frameshifted 3'-end sequences. The 1-to 6-categories count exact 6mer matches frameshifted along the fixed sequences in the 3' direction, while 1+ to 2+ categories count exact 6mer matches frameshifted in the 5' direction. Since the latter include degenerate bases, this category is underestimated. Four different estimates were made using different stringencies for perfectly matching the test fragments used in the validation experiment. At non-focal positions (not 6 or 11), fragments were required to either (a) match the entire consensus (strict), or (b) match only at informative positions in the Gibbs motif (relax), nAAAGTGCGGTTAATTTTTnnnnnATTTTTnn. At focal positions 6 and 11, fragments were required to either (a) be mismatched exactly as the tested fragment (T6G or T11G), or (b) have any mismatched base (T6V or T11V). The total number of recovered reads with both positions mismatched are shown in the parentheses in the "Both" column. Estimated recovery of fragments with outer core mismatches but no inner core mismatches was normalized to the recovery of fragments with perfect core (row 1). The expected value for no interactions between positions is x y , where x is the normalized uptake for a single outer core mismatch and y is the number of outer core mismatches.
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